To study of syntax, the concept of structure is fundamental. However structure itself is a viery general concept and most of the language learners are assumed that their understanding about sentence is obvious. For many people, a sentence isconsidered groupof words. Thisideaisriot appropriate when a deep study offundamentalidea ofa sentence is done.
A. Introduction
Most oflearners will deal with a sentence when learning a language. As we know that, a sentence is the largest grammatical unit in any language. However, when it comes to English, everybody will be assumed that they already have an intuitive idea of what counts as a sentence of English. Therefore, the question, 'What do sentences consist of?' is the basic thing to understand. The answer might seem blindingly obvious: Sentences consist of words. This apparently natural answer is not Ae most appropriate one.
Linguistically speaking, sentences are not formed by words alone but by structural units known as constituents. Nevertheless, an imderstanding ofhow the constituent parts of a sentence functions, in order to fully understand how sentences areformed and organized isessential. This paper istrying todescribe the fundamental ideaof^ammatically whata sentenceis. B. Discussion To understand the idea of what a sentence grammatically is, describing what English sentence iswill begreat help. Therefore, tobegin with, a fundamental distinction between two kinds of sentences: Kernel and Transformation sentence must be made clear first. According to Robert (1964) , Kernel sentences are the basic, elementary sentences ofthe language, the stufffrom which allelse ismade, while Transformation sentences are all else structure down from the Kemel sentences to provideall thecomplication ofEnglishsentences. Lyons (1968) defined Kemel sentences as any sentence, which is, generated from a single kemel string without the application of any optional transformation. Transformation, according toDinneen (1967) isaddition, deletion or changein orderto or formofthemorphemes involved, whichenables us torelate manyutterancesthat appearonthesurface, to be simplydifferent.
It is obvious, then, Kemel sentences are a kind of basic sentences and transformations are a kind of sentences with any change. Because Kemel sentences are the basic, it is surely that we shall see its basic mle. Robert (1964) states that all Kemel sentences contain tow main parts: a noun phrase (NP) and a verb phrase (VP). The NP functions asthe subject and the VPas itspredicate. TheNPand theVPareused to include single words as well as groups of words. It is simply that the term phrase to mean sometimes groups of words and sometimes-single words. Another expert supported the Robert's definition. Kolln said that a complete sentence is containing a noun phrase subject and a verb plirase predicate. Anoun phrase (which can be asshort asone word) is the'subject, whereas the verb phrase isthe rest ofthe sentence-containing verb. The verb phrase can be as short as one word.
From what some experts said above, I doagree tosaythat grammatically a sentence does not consist ofwords but phrases. Byusing abbreviation, itmight say thatasentence consist ofNP+VP.Thus, sentence (S)consists NP+VP. S = NP + VP Table 1 . Sentence units JoumalofEnglishandEducation,\6\.4Ho.2 -Desembo^2010 The examples will be given in the following.
1. a. David landed the plane. TheNP thatfunctions as subject is David.
b. The pilot landed the plane. TheNPthatfunctions as subject is the Pilot.
2. a. The plane arrived. TheVPthatfunctions aspredicate is arrived. b. The pilot landed the plane. The VPthatfunctions as predicate is landed the plane.
Therefore, David and Pilot are considered as noun phrase and arrived and landed the plane are considered as verb phrase. It is very obvious then a sentence consists of NP + VP. It means that NP + VP directly form a sentence. So far, the focus is on simple sentence with a basic subject + predicate construction; however, to add information, it sometimes needs an additional element in the sentence. This is often a type ofadverbial phrase.
Why optional?
As Kolln explains, the term adverbial refers to any grammatical structures that answer the questions:
When : When Michael wakes up, he eats breakfast.
Where : My dog always races to the dog park.
Why : To improve my Spanish, I will spend the summer in Belize.
Annie plays basketball because she loves teamwork and competition.
How : He solved the problem with great difficulty.
Although adverbial may be necessary for content, they are considered optional because they can be eliminated, and the remaining words will still form a grammatical sentence. For example, Annie plays basketball because she loves teamwork and competition.
Adverbial
When the adverbial is removed, Annie plays basketball still contains the required elements of a sentence: a subject and a predicate. In addition, the placement ofadverbial is often optional, depending on the adverbial's grammatical structure. The sentence about Annie has three optional slots:
1. Before the subject.
Becauseshe loves teamwork and competition.Annieplays basketball.
(Notice that a comma is needed after the adverbial since it comes before the subject.
2. Between the subject and predicate.
Annie, because she loves teamwork andcompetition, plays basketball. (Notice that commas are needed AROUND the adverbial since it comes between the subject and the verb).
3. At the end ofthe sentence.
Annie plays basketball because she loves teamwork and competition. (No comma is needed when the adverbial comes at the end ofthe sentence).
Types ofAdverbials
Furthermore, Kolln discuses four types of grammatical structures for adverbial. Thy will be reviewed here. Adverbs are single words that modify (describe) verbs, adjectives, other adverbs, and complete sentences: To improvemvSpanish. I willspend thesummerinBelize.
To+verb phrase=infinitive
That is to say,the phrases, which indirectlyformsentences, are adverbial in the terms of those adverbials are single words that modify (describe) verbs, adjectives, other verbs, and complete sentence. Prepositionalphrases are made up of a preposition plus a noun phrase. Subordinate clauses are made up of a subordinator+subject+predicate. Infinitivesare madeup ofto + verb phrase.
Phrase Elements
Linguistically speaking, the elements of phrases are head, complement, attribute, adjunct, and specifier. Head is a constituent whose distribution is the same as that the reluctant construction. Complement is an element, which a head semantically requires to complete its meaning (gives/implies action and directly related/connected). Attribute is an element of a phrase, which shows additional information (characteristic) of a head and comes before the head. Adjunct is an elementof phrase, which shows additional information (characteristic) of a head and comes before thehead. Specifier indicates how many such objects are being described, as well as how the objects being described relate to thespeaker andthe hearer. Specifier is constructed out of ordinals, cardinals, and determiners. For In different ways Bubba proposed the relation of phrase that may have in sentence by describingunit that appearsin sentences andits function. Bubbastated that it is very important in syntax to distinguish between what kinds ofunits act as building blocks in syntax, on the one hand, and the particular roles these building blocks play in larger syntactic construction. He proposed the table to set out three kinds of information: the linguistic terms for the units that appear in sentences (word, phrase, clause, and sentence); the linguistic terms for different classes or categories of those units (a noun (=N)) is a kind of word, a NP (noun phrase) is a kind ofphrase. The third column lists thefunctions that these different units play in building sentences; these functions are based on meaning relationship among the units, and uses that the units are put to in communication.
The units of syntactic structure (building blocks of phrases, clauses, and sentences) will be displayed in the 
C. Conclusion
Although it seems understandable that a sentence consists of words, the fundamental concept of a sentence grammatically has been revealed otherwise. A sentence do contains ofphrase. The idea ofphrase does not mean phrase of natural facts that they have at least two visible words chained together. Conversely, a single syntactic unit can be considered a phrase because the fundamental idea of phrase is that NP ? (Det) (Adj) N. When N is occurs alone, N belongs to NP. In creating sentence, every part ofunits has their own function. There are four kinds of plirase relation in a sentence that are modification, complementation, predication, and coordination;' -
